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Synopsis
This book details Roman Edmond's mindset and path to becoming the 2015 FanDuel World Fantasy Football Champion. Specifically, the book breaks down each player on the championship's winning lineup and provides an analysis on why they were chosen. You'll learn Game Theory, Game Selection, Optimal Lineup Construction, Identifying Value, and Slate Analysis.
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Customer Reviews
This is a short, fun, easy read, yet packed with tons of strategies for anyone who aspires to succeed in GPPs. In this book, the author takes you inside his thought processes as he constructed the line-up that came first, against a field with some of the best players in DFS, to win him life-changing money during World Fantasy Football Championship hosted by FanDuel. By the end of the book, you will learn a few things, among others: (1) how to conduct proper research to find underwoned players that will flashflood you to the top of GPPs; (2) how to use psychology to find contrarian players; (1) how to engage the full power of your brain in order to outmanoeuver others to the top; and (4) how to be confident and stick with your plays, once your research has pointed you in the right direction. In sum, this book is worth more pennies than the author asks for. Buy it.
Roman is a scholar and a gentleman. You want to get better at DFS, this book will guide you. Second level thought process on roster construction. I hope Roman does a weekly column on game flow and roster construction this year, I'd pay for that membership. Thanks Champ!

This book is a fantastic read. To get a glimpse into this man’s thought process, it is worth every penny. I look forward to absorbing more knowledge from him and to take the next step in being one of the top DFS players in the industry. Keep grinding!

A MUST READ IF YOUR SERIOUS ABOUT DFS. IT GIVES A NEXT LEVEL APPROACH TO OPTIMIZING THE BEST LINEUP WEEKLY. ITS NOT EVERYDAY YOU GET TO PICK THE BRAIN OF A WORLD CHAMPION IN ANY SPORT. THIS BOOK ALLOWS YOU TO DO THAT, AND WAS VERY INSIGHTFUL. GREAT READ.

Romans book was great! Its good getting in depth analysis and breakdown from a DFS champion. He thoroughly went over his championship lineup and gave sound advice for not only fantasy but real life as well. Look forward to more books down the line.
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